
FEG-Floyd Entertainment Group, LLC 

ATTACH YOUR 
COMPANY TO THE 

UNIQUE EXPERIENCE 
TOUR & MOVEMENT 
We have sponsor opportunities for your 

company! 



Attention  
Sponsors! 

Make a Difference 
today! 

Sponsor The Unique Experience Tour  

&  

Movement Today! 

We Need your help! 

Greetings! April Floyd's life's journey with her unique children fueled her desire to use her 
talent as a writer to bring awareness about people who are challenged with some form of 
disability. She related to real struggles as a caregiver of many in her family including her 

own children. She possessed a fire of wanting the world to realize that we all are unique in 
our own way and that uniqueness should be embraced; not hidden. The subjects that make 
us unique aren't just the struggles with disabilities—it's the backstories of what it's like for 

a family member to deny you because they are embarrassed by your disability, drug 
addiction, bullying, loss of a child,  financial hardships, and betrayal. It's a story that tells 

the factual truth in life including the subject of love lost and lust.  All these things are real, 
and they all brand us as unique. It's time to accept these truths and love all things unique.  

 The CEO's—Eddie Floyd, Jr., and April Floyd (Floyd Books Publishing, LLC & FEG-Floyd 
Entertainment Group, LLC) are helping others to realize the need to embrace differences; 

all the while, aspiring filmmakers to manifest their dreams in the entertainment industry no 
matter the hurdle. Their primary purpose is to build each community by showing others the 
hidden gifts and talents around the world. They believe that every soul matters and every 
dream has the power to manifest, despite their challenges. Also, they focused on helping 

the caretakers of those who care for their loved ones.  

The Floyds grasped the significance of their novel, "Unique" when many readers wrote 
them, and some traveled to visit them saying that their lives changed forever by its 

message. The novel, "Unique" correlates with The Unique Experience Tour with its stage-
excerpts with live monologue, short trailer premiere, couture fashion show, performances, 
and movement! State by State children will show the world how beautiful they are despite 

their challenges.  

Your company brand by sponsorship can be an influential part in helping the unique 
movement and support the seven city, "Unique Experience" tour. 

We offer PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER, and BRONZE sponsor packages! Our seven cities are 
Chicago, Atlanta, Miami, Baton Rouge, Houston, Detroit, and Memphis. Starting late 2019, 
we plan to kick off this incredible extravaganza & movement, and we need your help, by 

supporting our sponsorship goal.   

After the tour, a major film will follow, and your name or brand will be in the actual film 
credits. Package details to follow. 

Thank you for your time. We are looking forward to working with you. Please contact FEG-
Floyd Entertainment Group with any questions. 

Email: FEG-FloydEntertainmentGroup@gmail.com  Phone: (314) 534-8304 



A MISSION & A MOVEMENT 
April Floyd created the character Unique, first-hand 
experience, by dismissive or indifferent attitudes, lack of 
resources, cruelty and abused children born with physical 
and mental challenges. 17% of the American population far-
too-often suffers; preventing them from living successful 
lives. 

In the Unique brand production, Floyd takes readers 
through the heart-wrenching realities of a little girl. Unique 
with the entire deck stacked against her: born with a physical 
and a mental challenge, to a drug-addicted prostitute mother, 
facing poverty, dysfunctional family, cruelty, and tragedy. 
Throughout the emotional roller coaster ride, Floyd skillfully 
infuses goodness, possibilities, faith, the power of love and 
ultimate triumph that is every human being’s birthright. 

"I Am Unique" will soon be coming to the big screen. 
Together, using their own resources, Eddie Floyd, Jr., & April 
Floyd built a company, FEG-Floyd Entertainment Group, 
LLC, which now includes their company; Floyd Books 
Publishing, LLC to produce their short trailer, "I AM 
UNIQUE."  

April Floyd also partnered with veteran entertainment 
producer Monica Butler of The Butler Group, LLC and 
Echelon Media Production, LLC. The collaborators have 
produced plays and formed "Film Camp, USA" to train young 
people in all things film production-related.  

Spearheaded by April Floyd and her husband, Eddie 
Floyd, Jr., the partners produced trailers with 3 and 45-
minutes for pitching the film, "I Am Unique." Now, it would be 
featured throughout the seven city Unique Experience Tour 
and film festivals across the country in 2019-2020.  

Hundreds of St. Louis locals auditioned for roles in the 
movie; both in front of and behind the camera. “April taught, 
loved and nurtured more than 80 people from our area during 
the process of producing this short and trailer,” exudes 
partner, Monica Butler. “I watched her pull out the actor and 
actress in people who only possessed a hunger and passion 
to give their all.”  

## STAY TUNED## 

MORE THAN A MOVIE 

         IT’S A MOVEMENT  
Books by April Floyd: 

Unique~A Unique Life & A Unique World  
The Link~Christ, Christmas, & Santa Claus 

Eddie Floyd, Jr. & April Floyd
Writers/Producers/Directors  

FloydBooksPublishing@gmail.com
 Feg.FloydEntertainmentGroup@gmail.com

http://www.aprilfloydbooks.com/ 
Phone: (314)534-8304 

mailto:FloydBooksPublishing@gmail.com
mailto:feg.floydentertainmentgroup@gmail.com
mailto:FloydBooksPublishing@gmail.com
mailto:feg.floydentertainmentgroup@gmail.com


About the Film project  
Logline  

A life of insurmountable hardship for young 
Unique including physical and mental challenges 
doesn’t stop her from fulfilling a promise to her 
sister, who died in her arms and in that promise, 
she gains what she’d always wanted—success 
and a united family.  

Synopsis 

The story begins with a bit of drama as Victoria— 
an ungrateful American supermodel who wakes 
up frantic because her sister, whom she has 
denied most of her life; was now, coming up on 
the scene of celebrity in the fashion industry. 

Although, the story begins with an ungrateful 
supermodel—It doesn’t take long for the film to 
direct its attention to Unique—a young girl who 
is seemingly engulfed in a world of unimaginable 
trials.  



Unique’s mother is a drug addict who supports her habit through 
prostitution. Although, her mother tries to fight the demons 
within; she loves her children.  

Unique's mother, Dorothy, didn't want her other vicious children 
to fight with Unique. Instead of sending her upstairs, she sends 
her out back to protect her from her nasty clients during the late 
nights and early morning hours until she’d finished her business. 
However, instead of staying in the rear, Unique wanders through 
the neighborhood.  

One early morning, Unique's imaginational journey took her to the 
back of a neighbor's house who had moved in recently. After lying 
on the swing; the neighbor discovers the child and later develops 
a loving relationship as a caregiver–exposing Unique to what a 
united family resembles and how they function together. Now, this 
is what she wants—all she wants.  

Slow to leave the house one morning, Unique's mother’s nasty 
client wanted to have sex with the child instead. A fight pursued 
and Unique was injured. Her mother realizes at that moment as 
social workers quickly approach that she couldn’t continue like 
that anymore. 

Unique was different and had special needs–but Dorothy’s 
demons wouldn’t let her be at the moment. Dorothy asked the 
loving neighbor, Cindy to take care of her child.  

After fighting back and forth with Unique’s biological father, Al—
finally, she was adopted. Being adopted, she gained a sister and a 
best friend, who died a traumatic death.  

Unique promised to fulfill their dream of having a fashion show. 
Their plan was for Unique to design clothes and her sister, Jamie 
to model them. However, it wasn’t to be. Unique’s desire to fulfill 
that promise caused the entire family (both biological and 
nonbiological) to change drastically, and although they had 
serious issues, she also gained that united family. 

Unique had a choice and instead of being drowned under the 
burden of her disabilities, dysfunctional family and surroundings 
of drugs and violence; she rises above the chaos, and in the 
process, also rose the lives and expectations of those who were 
around her—including Victoria.  

The film asks the viewers to take a look at a “Unique World.” A 
world filled with real-life struggles for those who are challenged 
with some form of disability and their caretakers. It’s written in a 
way that holds the truth to the genuine truths in life.  

You see, others low expectations of Unique is inspiring as well as 
relevant. So many of us are told what we can and can't achieve. 
So many people struggle with disabilities, or they are the 
caretakers of loved ones who have these challenges.  

The “Unique” film addresses: drug addiction, financial hardships, 
betrayal, bullying, family shame, murder & crime, loss of a child, 
family, faith, the ups & downs of love & lust, the struggles that 
come with success and so much more and yet, it’s inspirational 
and gives hope.  

The character, Unique defies those assumptions; with the help of 
those who believe in her: she finds a way—ultimately, gaining 
what she’s always wanted, success and a united family.  

Unique is a modern American uplifting film that will draw you into 
Unique’s world.  

Some readers of the novel “Unique” have said that it sent them 
on an emotional rollercoaster. Oh, how they laughed, they cried, 
and it read like a movie. They visualized scenes filled with 
authentic truths of life such as murder, suspense, drama, 
betrayal, romance, spirituality, family values, love, and lust. 
  

                      Copyright ©2010 Floyd Books Publishing, LLC 



40 million Americans are challenged with some form of 
disability and others are the caretakers. That's 1 out of 5 that 
will resonate with the story “Unique”. 

A growing number of the U. S. population falls into this 
group. . . Many, if not most of whom have been mocked and 
bullied.

 
In America today, we are all forced to witness the constant 
school shootings due to mental health issues and bullying; 
two major subjects in the story, “Unique.” 

This “Unique” novel journeys back and forth in time causing 
the story to be told through the varying viewpoints of the 
major characters; giving readers a rare glimpse into their 
thoughts and feelings. Filming such compelling characters, 
dealing with subjects that we all face is a compelling 
difference. To shoot a story that answers the questions: ‘if we 
all took a deep look, what changes would we make? What 
would our world look like?’ This isn’t just a vital notion, but 
a significant investment in self—during these critical times 
around the world. 

poverty, crimes, imprisonment, and so much more and yet, 
the story relates. With determination and strength of 
character, anything is indeed possible, even with those for 
whom the bar has been set low; those who are seen by the 
world as “different or a loss hope.” 

The character Unique defies those assumptions; the cards 
dealt to her by life and, with the help of those who believe in 
her, finds a way to achieve her success through her undying 
determination and the strength of her character. 

“Unique” is a modern American story that will draw you 
into unique’s world. One out of five Americans may feel 
especially touched by this film, but everyone can relate to it. 

The “Unique” film is a whirlwind of emotions, drama, 
intrigue, and, most of all, passion. It is, indeed, a film 
that you will not be able to forget. The movement is 
expected to reach millions and impact those in our 
communities.

The movement impacts 1 out of 5 persons 
with disabilities. It has the ability to relate 

to such a wide audience. 

  THE AUDIENCE 



WRITER/PRODUCER/DIRECTOR

April Floyd  is a dream maker—of her own and the dreams of others. April began 
her mission with the writing of her Unique novels more than ten years ago. However, 

within the last five years, the self-made, St. Louis born-and-bred writer, producer, and 

director began a steady path in production after springing as a blogger, and production 

associate promoting her hometown for St. Louis at OnStL.com in 2013. The author has 

published four novels and is organically morphing into a fledgling entertainment 

powerhouse–as a stage and film producer/director. Floyd discovered her writing gift as a 

middle-schooler: however, when she attended Kirkwood High stories began to dance in 

her head. 

Life circumstances could only incubate Floyd’s colorful narratives until they demanded 

release decades later. Floyd birthed her baby, of Unique novels and her third novel, The 

Link: Christ, Christmas, and Santa Claus, which captivatingly weaves faith, mythology, 

magic, and mysticism to connect the intrinsic thread of all three. She worked as a nurse’s 

aide and a school bus operator to support her now-adult children. Life was often 

challenging, as Floyd’s remarkable children were born with special needs. With the love 

and support of her family and organizations like St. Louis Arc, School Resources, and 

Shriner’s Hospital, Floyd was able to help her children thrive, teaching them to “continue 

to fight, no matter how hard things seem; because there is nothing left if you give up.” 

That fight for her beautiful children lit a fire in Floyd’s belly and a passion that would 

turn into a mission—and a movement. Floyd credits the love and dedication of her 

husband of eight years, Eddie Floyd, Jr. (son of legendary R&B singer/songwriter Eddie 

“Knock On Wood” Floyd, Sr.), with encouraging her to rekindle her early dream to write; 

all the while, he worked along with her to build on their goals of books and film. 



ADD YOU OR/AND YOUR COMPANY 
NAME AS A SPONSOR OR ENDORSOR!



The Unique Experience Tour will consist of  stage-excerpts 
with live monologue, short trailer premiere, couture fashion 
show, performances, and movement!   

Our needs consist of a stage, LED lighting tech, sound 
engineer, hotel rooms with one available suite, venue of 

1000-4000+ capacity, two LED screens, a banquet room 
with 200+ capacity, built-out runway for the fashion show 
and elegant food services.  

EVENT OUTLOOK



~Platinum Package~
                 Platinum Level Sponsorship Package  
                         (2 opportunities available)
                           $500,000 sponsorship each 

• Branding - logos will be on all marketing and advertising. 
This includes radio, television, magazine, newspaper, and 
social media. 

• Advertising Logo shown on jumbo screens in the 
auditorium before the event begins. 

• 50 VIP seats available at each I Am Unique Experience 

•  All Access Passes to the Green Room, Meet & Greet with 
celebrities and dinner  

• 50 - I Am Unique T-Shirts  
• 50 - I Am Unique Bags  
• 50 - I Am Unique Novels by April Floyd  
• 50 - The Link Novels by April Floyd  
• 50 - copies of The I Am Unique Experience soundtrack  
• 50 - All Access Passes to the Green Room  
• Film Credits (Full Screen Acknowledgement)  
• Complimentary pictures on the red carpet 
• Step & Repeat Advertisement 
• Retractable Banner



~Gold Package~
Gold Level Sponsorship Package  

(4 opportunities available) 
                                              $300,000 sponsorship each 

• Branding - logos will be on all marketing and advertising.  This 
includes radio, television, magazine, newspaper, and social media.  

• 25 - VIP seats available at each I Am Unique Experience which 
includes All Access Passes to the Green Room, Meet & Greet with 
celebrities and dinner 

• Advertising Logo shown on jumbo screens in the auditorium 
before the event begins. 

• 25 - I Am Unique T-Shirts  

• 25 - I Am Unique Bags  

• 25 - I Am Unique Novels by April Floyd  

• 25 - The Link Novels by April Floyd  

• 25 - copies of The I Am Unique Experience soundtrack  

• 25 - All Access Passes to the Green Room  

• Film Credits (Half Screen Acknowledgement) 

• Complimentary pictures on the red carpet 

• Step & Repeat Advertisement 

• Retractable Banner 

 



~Silver Package~
Silver Level Sponsorship Package 

(6 opportunities available)
$150,000 sponsorship each 

• Branding - logos will be on all marketing and advertising.  This 
includes radio, television, magazine, newspaper, and social 
media. 

• 15 VIP seats available at each I Am Unique Experience which 
includes All Access Passes to the Green Room, Meet & Greet 
with celebrities and dinner  

• 15 - I Am Unique T-Shirts  

• 15 - I Am Unique Bags  

• 15 - I Am Unique Novels by April Floyd  

• 15 - The Link Novels by April Floyd  

• 15 - copies of The I Am Unique Experience soundtrack  

• 15 - All Access Passes to the Green Room  

• Film Credits (¼ of a Screen Acknowledgement) 

• Complimentary pictures on the red carpet 

• Step & Repeat Advertisement 

• Retractable Banner 



~Bronze Package~
                      Bronze Level Sponsorship Package  
                            (10 opportunities available)
                                            $50,000 sponsorship each 

• Branding - logos will be on all marketing and advertising. 
This includes radio, television, magazine, newspaper, and 
social media. 

• 10 - VIP seats available at each I Am Unique Experience 
which includes All Access Passes to the Green Room, 
Meet & Greet with celebrities and dinner  

• 10 - I Am Unique T-Shirts  

• 10 - I Am Unique Bags  

• 10 - I Am Unique Novels by April Floyd  

• 10 - The Link Novels by April Floyd  

• 10 - copies of The I Am Unique Experience soundtrack  

• 10 - All Access Passes to the Green Room  

• Film Credits in collage of Sponsor Logos  

• Complimentary pictures on the red carpet 

• Step & Repeat Advertisement 

• Retractable Banner 



Sponsor Representative Team

~I Am Unique Supporters~

            Monica Butler  
 Echelon Media Production  

        Jennices Omega                   Neci Green 

         Andrea Champs                Raylin Hooker 

          Tracey Winnett                   Sonya Miller 

                            Supporters Package A
                                               $5,000 - $40,000 each 

• 5 Event passes for a city event  
• Name mentioned in credits
• I Am Unique Experience T-shirt 
• Small gift bag. 
• Photo with April Floyd 
• Vendor Booth 

 Supporters Package B
        $1000 to $5,000 each 

• 2 Event passes for a city event  
• 2 - I Am Unique T-Shirts 
• Photo with April Floyd


